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Create Your Own

Backyard
PARADISE
COME HOME TO RELAXATION AND PLEASURE
After the bitter cold months of winter, we welcome the warm days of spring and look
forward to hot summer fun. There is nothing like cold weather to inspire thoughts of
tropical vacations and outdoor adventures.
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Rethink Traditional Vacationing.

B&B Pools of Charlotte

Create Your Own Paradise in Your Backyard.
Today, many obstacles can make travel extremely

Association of Remodelers, NARI, welcomed the

attached spa. Many entrances in and out of the pool

difficult and expensive. The economy, heightened

opportunity to bring vision and result to the owners.

along with shallow sitting areas were included in

security, higher fuel prices and time availability are

Morgan’s motto regarding outdoor spaces has always

the design. “This was probably one of the most diffi-

causing many to rethink traditional vacationing. The

been for them to “look permanent and original.”

cult jobs they had ever done because of the site
conditions and lack of access,” said Morgan.

hassles of travel can be eliminated by creating your

Morgan begins his projects by creating an overall

own paradise in your backyard, available to you at

master plan that includes all of the desired elements,

For ease of entertaining and to eliminate traffic in

any time.

keeping his initial focus on the home, not on the

and out of the house, Morgan designed a cabana in a
French country cottage style to match the home and to

One Charlotte family considered buying a vaca-

landscaping. “Everything in the backyard should

tion home, but decided that with four children, they

relate to and blend with the existing home. You can

conveniently house all the necessary amenities for the

would utilize what they already owned and create a

have all sorts of individual gardens or seating areas,

outdoor experience. The cabana was built on stilts

stunning yet fun place for the family to enjoy. The

but unless they are accessible and a natural exten-

behind the retaining wall to leave all of the pool deck

three story home is located on a two acre estate lot

sion of the home, you won’t use them,” he said.

open. The cabana houses the electronics for outdoor

in the Eastover/Myers Park area. The family had

Before beginning this particular project, Morgan

television and music. With windows on all sides and a

access to the backyard, but the lot was unusable

spent two months creating a flat space behind the

wraparound porch, the views are all beautiful. A game

with a steep slope and a watershed at the bottom.

home using a retaining wall and fill to raise the land

room overlooks the pool on one side and the lower pond
on the other. Dining areas and sitting areas provide a

John Morgan, President of Urban Building Group

16 feet in preparation for implementing his design.

of Charlotte, was hired by the homeowners to

The homeowners desired a pool and spa feature, an

rest from the sun. A washer and dryer make it conven-

assume the challenge of redesigning this backyard

entertainment area and some usable lawn area.

ient to care for the pool towels and bathing suits.

into a family destination. Morgan, whose group has

For the pool feature, Morgan worked alongside

Morgan built the outdoor kitchen on the porch of

been recognized two years straight as the Contractor

Keith Lombardo of Lombardo Pools of Charlotte to

the cabana which includes a working stone fireplace,

of the Year for outdoor living spaces by the National

design a free flowing natural pool shape with an

flatscreen television, a built in grill, beverage center,
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B&B Pools of Charlotte
sink and granite countertops. He used the same stone from the pool stair risers in the outdoor
kitchen and travertine floors inside the cabana to look like the pool deck, keeping the flow.
Two steps down from the pool area, Morgan designed a circular shaped 30’ x 40’ area entertainment area with a putting green. The base is cushioned with sand and gravel, and the top is a
synthetic material. The holes are movable, keeping the putting experience varied. The combination of the flat backyard, the outdoor living area and the pool fulfilled all of the owners’ desires for
relaxing, entertaining and enjoying the outdoors with their family.
If your upcoming plans include a backyard project with a swimming pool, B&B Pools of
Charlotte is accustomed to creating designs that suit the specific layout of your lot. Bryant
Bedingfield and his business partner Troy Budenhagen are co-owners of B&B Pools and have
been designing and installing concrete pools for nearly thirty years. B&B is a quiet yet strong
company based on a rare business model they adopted at the onset of their business, which they
admit would never work today. They don’t have salespeople, they don’t advertise and they don’t
even have their company name on their trucks. They believe in being there personally for their
customers and have built pools all over Charlotte based only on word of mouth. “Our company
really evolved naturally, and although it took a long time to build our reputation, it was certainly
worth the wait,” said Bedingfield.
Since all B&B designs are unique, they begin the process by discussing ideas and discovering
each customer’s likes and dislikes. “We assist the customer with deciding on a formal pool or a
natural looking pool. The formal style incorporates straighter lines on the pool and architectural
stone and coping, creating a more Mediterranean look. A natural pool would use more natural
stone and have a free flowing shape with waterfalls or streams to it. Most pools have a hot tub
(spa) attached, allowing both the pool and the hot tub to utilize one filtration system.”
Once the style of pool is selected, the customer goes to B&B’s showroom to choose materials for the
pool, deck and hot tub. There are different colors and different textures for the concrete interior of the
pool. New interior surface choices include stone aggregate and granite in addition to the traditional
marble choices. For the waterline trim, there are endless tile color and style choices available. Even the
decking options have increased and could be from blue stone, Tennessee Flag Stone, precast concrete
or pavers. B&B also offers superior maintenance services after the pool installation is complete.
“The important thing is that customers can accomplish exactly what they want for their pool
area,” said Bedingfield. The goal for each of his projects is to draw people out of their houses to
spend quality time with their families and friends. It doesn’t require travel time, security hassles
at the airport, high priced fuel or trying to please everyone with one destination. You can relax
and enjoy your backyard paradise at home any time of the year. ✱
For more information contact Urban Building Group at urbanbuildinggroup.com or 704.307.4606
and B & B Pools Inc. at bandbpoolscharlotte.com or 704.444.2818. Special thanks to Jesse Campbell
at Campbell’s Greenhouse & Nursery for his assistance.
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